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In previous studies, Chinese text retrieval has often been
dealt with on the character basis. This approach is not suited

to deal with complex queries. We suggest that Chirmse text
retrieval should work with words inslead of characters. The
crucial problem is to segment originally continuous

Chinese texts into words. In this paper, wc Ilrsi propose a
hybrid segmentation approach which unifies the commonly
used approaches. The systcm SMART is then udaptcd to
index the segmented Chinese texls. Finally, wc suggest that
Chinese text retrieval should move further to include a
thesaurus in order to cope with dle rich vocabulary of
Chinese.

1. Introduction

Typically, an Information retrieval (Rl) systcm dctcrmincs
the relevant documents according to the frequency of
occurrences of the words of a query w i thin the documents and

the corpus (e.g. tfiidf weighting method). In lndo-European
languages, the identification of words is a trivial task, buL
in Chinese, it is difficult bccausc there is no separation
between words: a sentcncc is writlcn as a continuous
character string such as “~t xti tiaffl T&+@*”
(Computers have been used in every area). Thus traditional

approaches to RI cannot be directly applied m Chinese.
One solution is to procccd Chinese text rclrieval on a

character basis, i.e. queries are evaluated using chwacter
string matching against documents. This approach has been

used in several experimental systems for both Chinese [6]

and Japanese text retrieval [8, 17, 181. However, chwacLcr-
based searching is only appropriate for tcxl retrieval using
concepts that may bc expressed by a unique character string
(e.g. proper names). It is not suited [or Chinese text
retrieval in general, duc to the reasons described below.
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1) A cbaractcr-ba.sed approach would lead to a great deal
of incorrect matching bctwccn queries and documents due to
the quite free combination of characters in sentences. To
take an example, if one wants to retrieve documents about
;q~l] (recognition), then it is possible to find a document

containing the sentence &~A~~%! A (hc knows other

people) by the character-based approach. This latter
sentence should bc segmented as & (he) ~ti. (knows) ~! A

(other pcop]c). Wc can scc that iJJN (recognition) is not a
word in this scntcncc.

2) Onc can argue that if d)e query string is long enough,
Lhis wrong-matching problcm may be reduced. This is the

hypothesis implicitly useci in [18]. This is true, however, at
the price that a complex concept should always be expressed
by a fixed characler string in both the documents and the

queries. This is a Loo strong constraint to be met. For
example, the relatively simple concept such as “Chinese

character recognition” may noi only be expressed as
“X%~<31]”, but also implied in the expressions such as
“R*MWJ” (recognition of Chinese characters),

“XH]E~” (rccogni/.c Chinese characters), “i%%!#
% EL+” (rccognizc hand-written Chinese characters), etc.
These strings can hardly match the string “il~-R3j”.

3) In character-based approaches, every character is
dealt with in ibc s:imc way. This makes it difficult to
distinguish ftmction words such as prepositions (M,< - of)

from more meanmgl’ul words. If a query is expressed as
“~%i~~tih$~~~g~ti b$fi~” (documents about the

installation and maintcnuncc of computers), then the

substrings “~j$” (about), “M” (of) and “fi~” (documents)
will be treated by a characler-based searching as if they are
as meaningful as “~+ %*L” (computer), “**” (installation)
and “.*&” (maintenance).

4) Character-based approaches do not allow us to easily
incorporate linguistic knowledge (e.g. synonymy) into the
searching process. Chinese Ianguagc has a rich vocabulary.

A concept may often bc expressed in multiple ways. For

example, “$’~” (Chinese language) may equally be
expressed as “iXi%”, “Q *“ or “~i%”. The concept
“information” may bc expressed as “{%,8”, “~~%”, “;%&”,
:ind so on. In order to achicvc a high effectiveness, it is
ncccssary for a systcm to incorporate a thesaurus which

establishes relationships among all these similar words.
This incorporation is difficult 10 achieve with character-

bascd rckicvid approaches.
The problems just mmrtioncd can be solved only with a

word-based retrieval approach. 1) [f words are identified
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correctly, word boundaries may prevent the sysmm from
matching a word against parts of different words as in the
e~lier examPIe of “w.31]” (recognition). 2) For segmented

texts and queries, it is easy to filter out non-meaningful
words (or function words) by setting up a slop list. 3) Word-

based approaches do not require a fixed morphology for
concepts as much as for character-based approaches. 4) It is
possible to incorporate a thesaurus into a word-based
retrieval.

Word-based Chinese text searching has also been
suggested by some earlier studies 12.3, 24]. However, the
emphasis of these studies was on lhc segmentation of

Chinese rather than their utilization in [R. No experiments
have ever been provided to answer the questions of how

segmented Chinese texts may be retrieved and what the
influence of the segmenlatirrn quality is on the retrieval
effectiveness.

In this paper, we will first propose a hybrid approach
which unities most of the approaches used in the past. It is
our claim that the hybrid appro:ich is the naturrd
segmentation process used by human beings. The hybrid

approach is compared with the two commonlY used
segmentation approaches using iwo corpora, Tbcn the
SMART system is adapted to inciex the scgrncntcd Chinese

texts. Our experiments show that our hybrid approach
results in better segmentation than the other approaches,
and that the retrieval effcclivcncss N dirccdy affcclccl by the
segmentation quality. Finally, wc suggcs[ that Chinese Ill
should move further to incm-poratc a thesaurus in urdcr to
cope with the rich vocabulary in general Chinese texts.

2. Towards a unifying approach
of segmentation

Let us first discuss the crucial problcm uf Chinese
segmentation which aims to SCL word boundaries in
originally continuous sentences. There have been two main

groups of approaches to Chinese segmentation: dictionary-
based approaches and statistical approaches.

Dictionary-based (also called rule-based) approtichcs [4,

9-12, 22, 25-28] operate according w a very simple
concept: a correct segmentation result should consist of
legitimate words (in a restrictive sense, those in a
dictionary). In general, however, several ]Cgitinlale word
sequences may be obtained from a Chinese scntcncc. The

maximum-matching (or longest malchirrg) algorithm is
often used then to select the word scqoerrcc which conlains
the longest (or equivalcnt]y, dle fewest) words.

For example, the phrase ~ ~ ~”% (Chinese literature),
may be segmented into the following five Icgitimatc word

‘equ%l%+ (China, Iitcralorc = Chinese lilcralurc)

*@ ~ & (China, Lurguagc, s[udy)
$’ Q* * (middle, Chinese ksnguagc, study)

$’ @ ~%, (middle, country, Iilcratorc)
* @ x $ (middle, country, Iarrguagc, study)

The first (correct) sequence is chosen as lhc rw.ull bccausc it
is composed of the fewest words.

The above algorithm is ofmr ex[cndwt by a set of
heuristic morphological rules: a characlcr string which is

not stored in the dictionary, but may bc derived from the
heuristic rules, is also a possible word Canciid:ilc. Typically,
heuristic rules are set for idmrlifying words having some

common structures such as affix structure (kk4k -
populariz.c/popul arization) or nominal pre-determiner
structure ( - H+ A - hundred people).

On the other hand, Slalistical approaches [3, 5, 7, 13,
19, 21] rely on statistical information such as word and

character (co-)occurrence frequencies in the training data -
often a set of manually segmented texts. A simple statistical
approach is as follows:

Given a set of manually segmented training texts, the
probability of acharacterstring.~ iobca word is calculated
as follows:”

nurnberof occurrences ufS being segmented
as a word in the training set

p(s) =
number of occurrences of S in the training set

Civcn an input string to bc scgmcntcd, dle best solution is

composed of a sequence uf potential words S1 such that

H, p(S,) is the highest.

Although many statistical approaches make use of more
complex models (typically first-order Markov models), the
principle remains the same, cxccpt that the probability for a
string to bc a word is dcpcndcnt on a certain context (the
prcccding characters or words). That is, instead of using
p(S), onc uscs p(Slw) or p(Sk;) where w and c are respectively
the word or character just before S.

The above twu groups of’ approaches have often been
seen as competing une against another because of their

different advantages and disadvantages that we summarize as
follows:

Statistical approaches arc more corpus-dependent than

dictionary-based approaches. This is an advantage and a
disadvantage at the same time: the corpus-dependency
makes the approaches more sensitive to the particularity of
the application area, but il also prevents the statistic!
information to be reusable in oiher applications.

To estimate probabilities in statistical approaches, the
systcrn should bc presented with a great deal of training
texts that have been scgmcrrtcd manually. The manual
segmentation is a very costly operation. In addition,

manual scgmcntaticrn is often inconsistent, Lhat is, the
same expression describing a concept may be manually
segmented sometimes as a single word, sometimes as two or
more words. This incunsistcncy is due to the absence of a
pmcisc definition uf ‘word’ in Chinese. It may greatly affect

lhc performance of statistical approaches.
Aside frum the practical problcrns noted above, a more

serious problcm concerns the models themselves. Most

statistical approaches are limited to first-order Markov

models. It has been documented [1 1] that such first-order
nmdcls can hardly handle words containing more than two
characters. If the first-order Markov model is to be extended

to a higher order, however, two other problems may be
introduced: 1). The prevalence of many “functional”
characters with a par[icoliir grammatical function such as
prepusitiuns, interrogative/negative markers and
conjunctions can cause the statistical data in terms of
frequency of occurrence m bc unfairly skewed when the
model is cx tended to anything heyund a first-order scheme.
2). Collecting cnuugb data to unifurmly extend the model
beyond the first-order level is difficult. Several methods

have been proposed to address dlcsc problems [5, 19, 21].
The fact remains that these approaches cause an increase in
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the model’s complexity.
On the other hand, dictirnmry-bmcd approaches have

the advantage that the lexical knowledge used corresponds
closely to our general knowledge about Chinese words and it
is represented in a straightforward way such that human
experts can easily verify its correctness. The generality of
the knowledge used in these appmachcs (ilsu mcims that an

approach may be reused in a different context without much
modification. However, a prerequisite fol high-quality

results in dictionary-based segmentation is a dictionary
which is complete. It is unrealistic to suppose that a truly
complete Chinese dictionary will bc available because of
the enormous size such a potential dictionary would imply,
its domain dependency (certain strings may bc words in
some domains while not in others), and the facl that ncw
words are constantly being prod uced (the creul ive aspect of
language).

The above summary shows thut the two kinds of
approach are indeed complcmcntary: onc rcl ics on general
word knowledge, the other on !hc domain-specific

knowledge. Our approach aims to combine thcm in a single

segmentation process such that il can bcncfil from Lhc
general and domain-specific knowledge at the same time.

The combination of the LWU upproacbes is also naturally
suggested by our own (human) scgmcnlatimr process in
reading. When people segment Chirwsc texts, both types of
knowledge are used. Usually, a correct segrncniation may be
determined unambiguously by cutting the scntcncc into
usual legitimate words. In some circumstances, however,
unusual words or new words may bc used. In this case,
people usually look into the context (or application urea) in
order to determine whether an unusual or ncw string may be iI
word. Although in human examination of cuntcxt,
syntactic, semantic and pragm:itic anulyscs may be
appealed, statistical information abuut lIIc utili/.ation uf
words (in the same area) still provides useful indication.

Thus, a hybrid approach is a natural way [o segment Chinese
texts.

The combination of both kinds uf krrowlcclgc is also
feasible. In fact, a dictionary-based approach using longcst-
matching algorithm may also bc seen as a special CMC of
statistical segmcntalion: Wc can consider that each

dictionary items identified in the input string has an equal
probability p (p<l). Then the nltixil~lllnl-tnatclling
algorithm is equivalent to a statistical approach which
chooses the segmentation result of the highest prubabi]ity.
For the earlier example of ~ @ ~‘% (Chinese lilcraturc), if

we assign to each polen(ial w~x~ an cc]ual probability p
(<1), then the firsl result $ @ X% (Chinese literature) will
have the highest probability [)2. So, the longest-matching

algorithm may be easily seen as, or incorporated ink>, a
statistical approach.

We suggest a hybrid approach bmcd on the fullowing

principle: the dictionary is considered as lhc background
knowledge and the statistic:il informatimr as foreground
knowledge. The background knowledge is taken into

account by assigning it a defuu h probability (p). For a wurci,

if statistical information is available, it is used in priurity;
otherwise, if it is stored in the dictionary, then it is
assigned the default probability.

This combination of the two kinds of knowlw.igc is
flexible. By varying the default probability vtiluc, wc can
change the relative irnpurtancc uf the stall stlcal

information and the dictionary. In p:irlicular. whcrr the
default probability value is set to 0, the hybrid iipproach

will not take into account the words stored in the dictionary.
Consequently, the hybrid approach becomes the statistical
approach. On the other hand, when the default probability
value is very high (near 1), the hybrid approach will

consider almost exclusively the words stored in the

dictionary. Thus wc obtain the dictionary-based approach in

this case. We sec that he hybrid approach can cover a wide

range of approaches from the statistical approach to the

dictionary-based approach, as illustrated by the following

figure:

:;;:::; ~ “e-bawd
(p=o) 7

approach
(pnearl)

hybrid
appruach

Figure 1. Cumparismr of the three approaches

3. Implementation

The dictionary USMI in our systcm contains over 87 000
cnLrics. A SCL of hcurisLic rules is also incorporated to
idcnti fy and scgmcn L words which follow some rules. In our
intplemcntation we deal with the fullowing two groups of
morphological rules.

Nominal urc-dctmmincr structure:

This structure refer to Lhc sLrings such as ~-~ (every
week), ~-E (lhis lime), *A% (every layer), + ‘(ekven)

‘Lk–+(in 1991), ‘~$(one hundred books).

Wc first define the folluwing categories of characters:

- determiners: & (this), * ([hat), fi (this) , a (this) ,

.~ (its, his, Au), $ (each), $- (every),

% (.wme), % (jir.st), ~ (which) . . .

- ordirml-number inmkcrs: $$ (number)

- cardintd numbers: ~ (zero), - (one), & (one), = (fwo),
fi(two), +(ten), fi(hurzdred), # (half) . . .

- ckissificrs: Z(clas.s), ~ (band), & (bag), %.(cup),

* (generation), *(book), i&(litne), lq (room),

E (layer), ~ (year), H (month), H (day) . ..

Tim rules conccming dlc formaLion of complex nominal
prc-dcLcrmincrs (prc-dcL) from Lhese characters are the
folluwing (where [...] indicates optional status and [...]* an
option al arbitrary repetition):

urdin:il cardinal [classifier] + prc-dct

e.g. ~ –--B] (first week): ordinal cardinal classifier
$= ( second): ordinal cardinal

dctcrmincr ~carclinal]” classifier + prc-dct

e.g. ~– Q (lhis lime): dcLcrmincr cardinal classifier
%~ (every fuyer): determiner classifier
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cardinal [cardinal]” [classifier] + prc-dct

e.g. -&- (twenty one): cardinal cardinal
- Zj,$- (hundred books): cardinal cardinal classifier

Affix structure:

By affix structure, wc refer to the words derived from
known words by adding a prefix or a suffix. For exarnplc,

“ ~]~)l)j~” (little friend) is derived from “~&” (friend) by
adding the prefix “j]’” (Ii[tlc). Some other cx:irnples of
prefix and suffix are given below:

prefix: ~(big) ,~.(general) %1(vice), .. .
suffix: X(person/people) -fY(phrral mark)

lL(-ize/-ization) . . .

Semi-words
Most single characters in Chinese can bc words. In

dictionary-based approaches, if a character is not grouped
with its neighboring characters, thal individual character is
usually considered to be a word. In f:ict, a single character
has much less chance to bc a word than a compound
dictionary item, as noted by Bai [1]. B:ii labels a single
character as a “semi-word” in order Lo distinguish il from a
compound word in the dictionary. He suggested Lbat a

compound word candidate should bc prcfcrrccl to a singlc-
character word candidate. We incorporate this principle in
our approach: a single charticler is assigned the probability

p/2 if p is the default probability assigned Lo Lhc items in
the dictionary. By this means, the correct segmcnLaLion

“ EI* Iii! R“ for” EI *El R.” (Japanese people) is prcfcrrcd
to the incorrect one “ E!$ EJ K“ (Japtin, people).

The segmentation process
The segmentation process is similar to the statistical

approach. C,iven an input string to bc scgmcntcd, LhC

following two sLeps are applied:

1. Each character in tbc input string is associaLcd with all
the candidate words starLing from that characlcr, Logcttlcr
with their probability.

2. The candidate words arc cornbincd to cover the input
string. The word sequence having [hc higbcst probability is
chosen as the result.

Here is an example to show the process of the hybrid
segmentation with the dcfaul[ probability set m 0.001 (cf.
Figure 2).

Example k4Zk2GWL;2% H (rwsolulions and
procedure items of the congress)

(big) (meeting/will) (absolute) (discuss)

1. After the dictionary look-up, the word candidates,

together wiLh Lheir probability, are associated to each
characlcr in the sLring. For example, for the first character
“ ~“, LWO possible words are found: “~-&’ (congress) and
“~” (big).

2. The combination procedure is applied to the input string
to find the word chains which cover the input string. The
following chain with the highest probability (= 1.0 * 0.956
* 0.945 * 1.0 * 0.936) is chosen:

(congress, resolution, and, procedure, item)

4. Experiments on segmentation

Wc tested our approach using two corpora, both from the
UniLed Nations (see the following figure for their
characteristics). Both corpora arc segmented manually by a
Chinese speaker. Each corpus is split into a training set and
a Lest set. Tbc training set has been used to calculate the
probability for potential words (as in the simple statistical
approach described in section 2).

Corpora Size (K byte) training set test set

corpus 1 164 149 15

Ccqus 2 1 270 1 247 272

Table 1. Characlcristics of Lhe corpora

DlffcrcnL dcfaulL probability values have been used in the
hybrid segmentation m order to examine their impact on the
global segmentation performance. Table 2 shows the
amount of errors using Lhe bybrid approach to segment the
training set and Lhc Lcsl set of corpus 1 (similar

obscrv aliens have been obtained on Corpus 2).
We sce in this Lublc thal the dictionary-based and

statisLica] approacbcs iilone do not yield satisfactory
rcsulm, ciLher for lhc lraining SCLor for the test set, In the
case of the statis Licai tipproacb (p= O), the training set is
scgn]msLcd will] a very high accuracy (98.5V0 of accuracy),
buL ~ ]oL of errors arc produced for the test set (38.6% of
error). on lhc oh-’r’ hand. in lhc case of Lbc dictionary-based
approach (p=l ), Lhc error ratio is almost the same for the
{rtiining data and test data. The segmentation accuracy is
arounci 91 %.

(an(i) (discuss) (uath) (itcm) (item/eve).. . . . . .

(cxmgrcss) (rcsc>]Llli(,n) (ncgt>LidlicJn) (conccssi[Jn)(]}rt, ccC]urc) (ilcm)

Figure 2. An cxamp]c of segmcnLaLion process
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default

i

Nb. (%) of Nt). (90) of
probability errors for errors for test

(P ) training set set

\ (34433 words) I (3487 words)

o I 52 (0.15%) I 1346 (38.60%),
0.00001 50 (0.14%) 272 (7.80%)

0.0005 50 (0.14%) 105 (3.01%)

0.001 50 (0.14YO) 104 (z.98~o)

0.005 62 (0.18%) 103 (2.95%)

0.01 73 (0.21%) 101 (2.90%)

0.02 106 (0.31%) 109 (3.13%)

0.05 152 (0.44%) 105 (3.ol~o)

0.1 196 (0.57~o) 103 (2.95%)

0.2 292 (0.85%) 99 (2.84%)

0.3 381 (1.11%) 112 (3.21%)

0.4 479 (1.39%) 133 (3.81%)

0.5 552 (1 .60%) 142 (4.07%)

0.9999 3405 (9.89%) 324 (9.29%)

Table 2. Impact of the default probability

In the case of the hybrid approach (when Lhe dcfauli
probability is between 0.00001 and 0.9999), much bcttcx

results are obtained. The following graph shows the
variation of segmentation accuracy of the hybrid approach

on the test data in both corpora.

I00
T corpus 2

,: :2 “_
—

,:-, ,:!
: :,

:,,:
c
,:

default prob?bll!ty for dlCtl OnarY entrleS

Figure 3. Segmentation accuracy for differcni approaches

Although the accuracy ratios, even in Lhc best cases

(around 97%), seem to bc still lower than some previous
reports (over 99%), we should rmticc that tin importimt part

of these errors are duc to the inconsistency in manual

segmentation which is used to cv:ilu:itc the automatic
segmentation processes. For examp]c, some strings

(especially some usual locutions) such as “4E?FRI”

(influence/make effect), “XN~” (cfficicnt). “M3’IA” (in
particular), are sometimes segmented as single words,
sometimes as two separate words by the same Chinese
speaker. This inconsistency is urmvoidablc as long as there
is no clear definition of word in Chinese and the corpus is of

considerable size. For a correct accuracy evaluation, any
rntinual segmentation for the above cases should be

considered as a correct rmc. However, in our automatic

evaluation process of Lhc accuracy, only onc possible
soluliorr is considered to be correct. This makes the accuracy

measures ltrwcr than their actual lCVC1.
Another important Factor is related to the segmentation

of proper names. In our corpora, there are quite a number of

non-Chinese proper names such as “~~~. *$ R ~“

(Stephen Shwebel). Without a special processing, these
strings cannot bc segmented correctly. In [16] we described
a statistical unknown word cictection process which
succecdcd in identifying frequent proper names. In our
current corpora, however, Lhc same approach do not apply
because these proper names occur only occasionally. For
example, the above pmpcr n;imc “~~%. &~ ~ @“ only
occurs once. For the recognition of proper names of non-

Chincsc pwsplc, some heuristic rules may be very helpful.

Usually, these proper numcs are translated into Chinese
using a relatively small set of characters. A string of such
characters that is not a common word has a high chance to

be the translation of a non-Chinese name. This approach
hm been used in, among others. [20].

For the statistical approach and the dictionary-based

appro ~cb, they have some more problems.

About the dictionary-based segmentation
The criterion of longest matching is not sufficient in a

number of cases. For example, for the string “~A~” (for

humanity), the following two possible segmentation results

arc equally plausible for this approach: #A # (for other
people, kind) and ~ A* (for, humanity). An arbitrary
choice is then used. It is cxpcctcd that only 50% of these

cases arc segmented correctly. Another problem is related to
the rccogn it ion of affix structures. The conditions for affix
structures arc sometimes not strict enough. This makes
strings to be incorrectly identified as words. For examp!e,
In our process, “A” (people/person) is defiicd as a possible

suffix (as in “ ~ Q A“ (Chinese people)). So it can also be
attached to the known word “-i+ $ “ to form a wrong word

“~~ $ A“ (many pccsplc) in “-i+ $ A ~“ (many families).
Again, the longest-matching algorithm alone cannot

choose the correct onc (the second) among the two
possibilities: “if $ A %“ (many people, family) and
“%$ A’% “ (m[iny f~imilics).

About the statistical segmentation

This approach strongly relics on the good coverage of
the training data for the tcsl data. The problem of
incomplete coverage makes the approach unable to segment
correctly some common words. For our test sets, the words

“~] ~“ (extradition), “?%*” (high sea), “%.~.” (prosecute),
“~h$ k K“ (orchestra), and so on, are segmented into
single characters bccausc Lhcsc words never occurred in our

training datti.

Mosl of the above problems specific to the dictionary-

bascd :ipproach and the statistical approach can be solved in
the hybrid approach by an appropriate combination of the
two kincis of know]cdgc on words. For the problems found
in the dictionary-based approach, most of them can be
solved by t:iking into account the statistical information on
the words. This allows us to choose the most frequent words
in priority. In comparison witil the statistical approach, the
incomplete covcragc of statistical information may bc
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compensated by the incorporation of the dictionary. This is
the reason why the hybrid approach results in higher

accuracy than the two other approaches.

5. Application to Text Retrieval

In this section we describe our adaptation or SMART system
to Chinese texts and our experimcnt:il results.

Indexing
When Chinese texts have been scgmenlcd, traditional

RI approaches may be adapted for their retrieval. This is the
approach we took: we adapted the SMART syslcrn [2] to
index our segmented Chinese tcxls after a slight

modification in order to tokcni~.e Chinese texts correclly.
The t~idf weighting scheme is used in our experiments.

In order to ignore the non-meaningful words for
document indexing and searching, wc set up a stop-list of

over 300 Chinese words which are the most used functional
words in our corpora. These words are usually prepositions,

adverbs and non meaningful nouns and verbs. Here are some
items inchrded in the stop-list:
6$ (of), %~ (according), ~ (make), ~ (by), k (than),
}ki& (relatively), # (and), X ~ (also), ~ ~ (citbcr), ~ fik

(cannot), # (only), W (oflcn), k+ (unless), stk~h (in
addition), ]~ ~ (problem), i~~~! (nolicc)

Test corpus
The adapted retrieval syslcm has been tested using the

Corpus 2 which is composed of a number of sections, each
in turn consisting of a number of paragraphs. As our
purpose here is to evaluate the effectiveness of text rctricvsd
in non-structured Chinese texts, wc do not consider the
structural information. We simply consider each paragraph
as a retrieval unii (document), and all are put together to

form the test corpus which amounts to 3307 documents. The

average length of the documents is about 90 words or abouL
160 Chinese characters.

Queries
We make usc of lbc L:iblc of COIIICIrt of the origlna]

0.5

0,4

03

0.2

0.1

0

Corpus 2 LO set the test queries. (Note that this table of
contcni is nol included in our corpus for retrieval test). 13

imporlant themes are determined as our test queries, and the
corresponding paragraphs according to the table of content
arc considered to be their relevant documents. In so doing,
we expect the relevance judgments to be as objective as
possible. The average length of the queries is 9 Chinese
characters, and the average number of relevant documents is
16.

Preliminary test results
Wc run the system with the segmentation results of

three different approaches: the dictionary-based approach,
the statistical approach and the hybrid approach with the
default probability set at 0.001. As the queries are Chinese
phrases, they arc also segmented respectively using the
Lhrec segmentation processes, and then transformed into
Boolcmr queries (disjunction). The correspondence R(d,q)
bctwccn a document d and a query q is evaluated using the
following fuzzy Boolean model:

R(d,t) = w(t,d) where w(t,d) is the weight of
the word t in the document d;

R(d,AA13) = R(d,A) * R(d,13)

R(d,Av~) = R(d,A) + R(d,13) - R(d,A) * R(d,B)

R(d,~A) = 1- R(d,A)

Figure 3 shows Lhe variaiion of Lbe precision ratio over the
recall r~tio for the three segmentation approaches.

Wc scc that the relricv al performances using the three

segmentation approaches are consistent with their
segmentation accuracy. At this point, we can say that the
better the segmentation, the better the retrieval.

We can further observe an important difference between
the retrieval using the dictionary-based segmentation and

~hosc using the two other segmentation approaches.

However, there is only a marginal difference between the
s[atisticisl approach and the hybrid approach. We indicated

earlier kit onc major diffcrcncc between the two approaches
is due (o the incomp]etc coverage of the statistical

w
-------- hyb (38.5)

Recall

Figure 4. Comparison of the rclrieval performance
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information. However, our queries do nol usc lhesc common
words. So the difference bclwcerr thcm is not reproduced in

the retrieval.

Now, let us give some more analysis on Ihc query

evaluations.

Unknown words
In the following query:

ql. q fi.~sxx K (intcrnatinnal migralion and refugees)

the word “&&’ (migration) is nol u common word, and is
not stored in our dictionary. However, it is frequently used
in our corpus. So, by (hc dictionary-based iipprotwh, the
word is segmented into lwrr separated characters but

recognized as a word by the two other approaches. Thus, for
this query, the retrieval performance using dictionary-based
segmentation (average precision of 27.7%) is much lower

than using the two other scgmenltnirm approaches (#.7~o

for the statistical approuch and 59.2% for the hybrid
approach ).

Incorrect segmentation
Some words may bc comprrsccl of two or more slmplcr

words. h this case, it is difficult 10 dclcrminc whether ti
string should be scgmcnlcd into a single word or into
several words. The COST(X1 segmentation of such sirings has

a great impact on the retrieval pcrformancc, as shown by the

following examples.

q5. ~~~ $$t.t&k(! ~~ (the preparation of dw celebration

of the fiftieth mmivcrsary)

In this query, the string “~ ~&Z&” (mrnivcrsary/

anniversary celebration) is considered as a single word by
the dictionary-based approach bccausc it is stored in our
dictionary. This word may bc scparvitcd to two common
words: “~~+’ (anniversary) and “$L&” (cclcbrtitiorr). In the
case of this query, it shmslcl be scpartitcd. In some relevant
documents, the concept “tinnivcrsary cclcbration” is

expressed in diffcrenl ways than “M +&&’, for example,
“~~.ji+~ ~“ (cclcbrutc the fiftieth anniversary),

“3L+Bl* . . . R&” (the fif~ictb snnivcrs:iry . . .

celebration), and so on. These docunwnts du not match ihc

word “~ ~k.&’. It may bc expcclcd that, if, during

document-query comparison, Lhe comp]cx word is allowed to

break down into simpler words, then some of the unmatched

relevant documents may be identified. However, wc may face
with the reverse problem m shown by in the following
example.

q8. &~~E&~ lXtifix~lL~~&$&$k (crcdils of k world

Bank and the Regional Dcvclopmcnt flank)
The string “-tfk~+~i~” (the World flunk) is stored as u

word (a proper name) in our dictionary, so SCgMUIld irrlo a

single word by [he dic[iomwy-based approach. This is the

correct segmentation in Lhis case. The same string ]s
segmented into two words by the twu other appro:ichcs:

“-&x” (world) and “4?-47” (bank). As a conscqumrcc. tile
retrieval performance using the dictionary-based

segmentation is significantly better than ttuit using the two
other approaches.

Considering the above two examples together, how m
deal wiLh the problcm of complex word vs. simple words is

still an open question, bwause o
may cngr:ive the other pro blcm.

6. An attempt of
Chinese thesaurus

solution of one problem

integrating a

The retrieval process wc used is a keyword-based process,
thus it inherits all Lhe problems of this latter, in particular,
for a document to bc ccmsidcrcd “relevant”, it has to contain
the same keywords as those in d]c query. If a concept is
expressed in a ciiffcrcnt way in a docurncnt, then it is
possi hle lhat the document cannel bc retrieved, although it
is highly rclcvtmt. This problcm of silence has been noted
for a long time. (@ry expansion, which is aimed to find
more potcnlidlly rclevanl drrcumcnts, has often been
suggcstccl as the solution to it. In our previous study [15], a

flexible method has been clcvclopcd for the usc of manually
established thesauri in qocry cxpiinsiun. In this approach

relations stored in a manual thesaurus are viewed as fuzzy

rclcvarrcc rcltitions between terms (or words):

{... A+C Al, ...}

where A -iC Al means that the term Al is relevant to the

term A to the cxlcnt c (e [0,1 ]). The extent c is determined

according to the nature (i.e. synonymy, hypmnymy, etc.) of
Lhc thesaurus rclatiorr bctwccn A and Al as well as to the

rclcvancc fcwiback information. These fuzzy relevance
rclalions are USCCIto expand the initial Boolean query as

follows:

For ctich term A in [hc iniii:il flooloan query, if A+c Al

is a rclcvancc rdation, then Al c is put in disjunction with A

in ihe query (i.e. A is replaced by AvA, c). The expression

Al c means: if a document corresponds to A 1 to the extent w,

then it corresponds 10 [he original term A to the extent C*W
only.

This method has been tested on CACM collection with
the thesaurus Wordnet [ 14]. Significant improvement has
been obtained by making query expansion in this way. We
believe that the same query cxpansiorr is extremely useful to

Chinese I R. However, to our knowledge, dmrc is no Chinese
thcstrurus available for RI syslcms. In an attempt to

establish such a thesaurus, w c m adc usc of an electronic

bilingual dictionary (EDICT). In this dictionary, an English

word is intcrprclcd into Chirmsc words. For example:
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It is possible to transform the dictionary inlo a simple
thesaurus: All Lhe Chinese words lhal Wmslalc the same
English word (or one of ics senses) are considered to relate
to each other. For example, the words which translate
“ability” (~+, fifi, $4’jj, .#k#t) are considered LO rc]aLe LO

each other (they indeed denoLe Lhe same sense in this case).
The words which LranslaLc lbc Lhrcc differcnL senses of
“commerce” may be considered as Lhrec gro Lips of inter-
related words: { #jJk, &#j, M ~, X9] (commmcc), { R%,

=X 1 (social exchange) and { ‘f’i’}$~ } (a card g~ne).
The above examples show Lhe cases where k English

word senses are well distinguished in Lhis dictionary. This is

not the case for many other English words I’or which all the
senses are merged in their translation. For example, for
“adminisLration”, the sense of “drug administr:ition” (fifi)

is merged with that of “government adminisLration” (#t&

h%, &#f), “cabinet” (#J W ). “adminisLraLion department”
(6MW l’~), ~d so on. SO Lhe above simple creation of
relaLions among Chinese. words also crcaLes a k>t of noise in
addition of desired relations.

In the thesaurus creaLcd from the dictionary, each word is
connecLed to about 20 other words. This Lbcsaurus is appliccl

in the query expansion as tlcscribcd c:irlier. As tbcrc is no

information abouL the type of rclaLion crcaLcd, wc assign Lhe
same value c for crich related word, i.e. each pair or rclaLcd

words A and B is seen as Lhc fu/.zy rclcv:incc rclaLion A~Cf3.

The following table S11OWSthe rcLricval pcrformartcc using
query expansion on the rCSUIL of dicLionar}~-based
segmentation wiLh three di ffcrent v alum for c: ().()5, (J.1 and
0.5.

recall C=() C=o. os C=().1 C=O.5

o 0.5005 0.5023 ().5045 0.4853

0.05 0.5082 0.5100 0.5122 0.4930

0.1 0.4967 ().5009 ().5()46 ().5211

0.15 0.5163 0.5234 0.5239 0.5369

0.2 0.5052 ().5057 0.5068 ().4754

0.25 0.4481 ().4474 ().4478 (),41 64

0.3 0.4143 0.4193 0.4193 ().3775

0.35 0.3798 0.3845 ().3889 0.3801

0.4 0.3693 0.3717 0.3730 0.3560

0.45 0.3690 0.3685 0.3688 0.3405

0.5 0.3026 0.3019 0.3017 ().2860

0.55 0.2851 0.2864 ().2870 0.2642

0.6 0.2815 0.2818 0.2818 ().2614

0.65 0.2734 ().2717 ().269 I ().2512

0.7 0.2154 0.2182 0.2204 0.2385

0.75 0.1872 0.1898 ().1923 0.2095

0.8 0.1764 0.1822 ().1847 ().2077

0.85 0.1343 0.1376 0.1374 0.1596

0.9 0.0724 0.0757 0.0754 ().1010

0.95 0.0697 0.0701” 0.0698 ().()980

1 ().()697 0.0701” ().0698 0.0980

average ().3131 0.3152 0.3162 ().3123

Table 3. Impact of Lhc Lhcsaurus on lCX1 rctricv~il

(For the query evaluations using the Lwo other segmentation
approaches, similar results are obtained.)

We can scc that the reLrieval performance is only
marginally affected by the simple thesaurus. This result may
bc explained by the following facts:
1). A lot of “noise” words are introduced in the query. The
possible positive impact brOOghL by Lhc truly related words
is ncutr:ili~.cd by lhe noise.

2). The documcn Ls from the United Nalions are written in a
formal ltinguagc. The vuctibulary is restricted. In such an

applicirLion, the Ulility of thesaurus is marginal.

Despite Lhc problems, our experiments are interesting
because they show Lhat query expansion is feasible in
Chinese IR. Although the cxperimenta] results do not show
a significant impact of Lhc Lhesaurus on the retrieval
effecLivcnms, we believe Lhat, with a Chinese thesaurus of

higher quality, query expansion will be extremely useful to
Chinese RI, especially for news retrieval. This is one of our
fuLure research subjecLs.

7. Conclusions and Future work

In Lhis paper, wc dcscribcd a hybrid segmentation approach
which m,afms use of both human-defined word knowledge and
sLatis Lical information. In comparison with other
scgmcnLaLion approaches, Lhis approach is highly flexible:
iL can cover a wide range of’ Segmentation approaches from
the statistical approach to the dictionary-based approach. In
lerms of pcrformancc, Lhe hybrid approach proves to be
ckarly beLLer Lharr Lhe two oLhcrs.

Wc also adapLcd the SMART system to retrieve the
scgmcntcd Chinese texts. our adaptation shows the
feasibility of using RI SySLCmS designed for Indo-European

languages Lo Chinese. our preliminary experiments showed

thaL Lhc rc?Lrievti] effectivcrwss is directly affected by the

quality of scgmenLaLicm. So a good Chinese RI system
should include a good scgmenLalion process.

We also lesLcd a query expansion approach using a
sirnplc thesaurus esiablishcd from a bilingual dictionary.
The clucry expansion had ]iLLle impact on Lhe retrieval
performance of the systcm because of Lhe poor quality of the
Lhcsaurus established and the sLrict vocabulary used in our
tCSL corpus. our fuLurc work aims to build a better Chinese
thesaurus for RI purposes, and to test the query expansion

approach for Chinese news searching.

Acknowledgment: Wc would like to thank Chris
BuckIcy who gave us useful hinL for the adaptation of

SMART to Chinese.
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